Science –

Literacy

Religion

Maths

Reversible and Irreversible Changes

Revision of all writing genres in preparation for
SATs. Reading a variety of texts with
appropriate comprehension activities in
preparation for SATs Grammar exercises in
preparation for SAts

1.The work of the Apostles
-their ordinariness
-their strengths and weaknesses
--how they changed
-reflect on our calling to be disciples.
2. Called to Serve
-Jesus’ teaching
-using our talents in the service of others
-reflect on ways we can serve God.

Revision of all topics in
preparation for SATs

--mixing materials
-recognise that dissolving is reversible
-recognise that burning is reversible and know the
hazards of burning
-chemical changes

Summer 2
Texts : ‘This morning I met a whale’ by

-understand how shadows are formed

Michael Morpurgo, ‘Romeo and Juliet’ by
Shakespeare and associated exercises. .

-how light is reflected

.

Make careful measurements of shadows

9

How we see things

‘Bridging the Unit’ : maths
activities in preparation for high
school.

Forces in Action
-identify weight as a force that is measured in
newtons

YEAR 6

-using a forcemeter
Recognise when there is more than 1 force

Mrs Howe

acting on an object

P.E. :Athletics

Miss Bishop

Games: Hockey and cricket skills

Using belts and pulleys to make
mechanisms

Geography –
Exploring Rivers-their features

-how artists depict nature

Recognise selected physical
processes relating to rivers and
begin to appreciate how these
can change the character of a
river

-copying the style of Monet

River study at Philip’s Park

Art: A sense of Place
- explore rural and urban landscape

SEAL Topic - Changes
Visit by school nurse to speak about puberty

Games and PE

Design

PHSCE –

Music
Composing a 12 bar blue
pattern song with instruments

ICT
We will cover these ICT themes in different
subjects.
- Sound in ICT

Exploring rhythm and pulse in
cyclic patterns

- Understanding instructions and making things
happen
- Text and multimedia
- Searching and sorting information
- Digital imaging and photography

